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Executive summary 
 

Leveraging big data discovery and analytics is nowadays an important part of business             
strategy for all organisations, large and small. This is typically a complex process comprising              
many repetitive tasks and operations, usually handled by teams of data engineers and data              
scientists. However, it is a real challenge for early start-ups, often having a single data               
scientist, to perform these required activities quickly and efficiently, through a scalable data             
pipeline in the cloud. It is nonetheless possible to automate many of the repetitive elements               
involved in the process with widely available open-source tools, with no investment required. 

As an attempt to solve the above problem, IAG InsurTech Innovation Hub Pte Ltd (Firemark               
Labs) has developed CloudBench -- an open-source tool designed to accelerate data            
discovery and analytics in data science teams of any size; helping them become             
immediately productive with all the data, at cloud scale. In essence, CloudBench enables             
data scientists to deal with data ingestion automatically, from any endpoints and directly into              
their Cloud provider, also providing them with a pre-built Python environment for JupyterLab. 

Already benefiting from the tool, Firemark Labs’ team of data scientists uses CloudBench to              
enable rapid data experiments geared towards leveraging the data of the start-ups in which              
IAG (the parent company of Firemark Labs) invests, by effectively combining proprietary            
data with publicly available data sets. Likewise, Lend East Pte Ltd, a FinTech start-up in               
Singapore used CloudBench to set up quick and efficient data pipelines for data discovery              
and analytics. CloudBench can also help companies better leverage the Singapore           
Government’s considerable efforts and further investments in making large amounts of data            
freely available to the public. 
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1. Problem statement 
 

Data science can be described as a connected set of activities that take raw data, process it                 
some way, and turn it into novel business insights, accurate predictions, advanced analytics,             
or anything else that might take business to the next level. Apart from a lot of data-driven                 
thinking, these activities often form a time consuming process, with many repetitive tasks             
and operations. These relatively standard and repetitive elements of the data science            
process can and should be automated in order to accelerate data discovery, modelling and              
advanced analytics performed by data scientists. 

Much of this desirable automation is about data collection and preparation. It is of little use to                 
just collect data, it needs to be processed, transformed or otherwise prepared, often at scale               
and in real time, before any serious analysis can be done by data scientists. However,               
setting up a scalable data processing pipeline that efficiently moves data from one system to               
another, be it a more traditional ETL process (extract, transform, load) or a modern              
alternative to it, namely ELT process (extract, load, transform), is very challenging. 

It is more often the case that to extract real business value from data, data scientists should                 
necessarily work with big data, namely with the four V's of big data: 

● volume, or scale of data, when analysing terabytes and petabytes of data; 

● velocity, or speed of data, when analysing real-time or streaming data; 

● variety, or diversity of data, when analysing structured, semi-structured and 
unstructured data from a variety of sources; 

● veracity, or validity of data, when analysing credibility and application efficiency of 
data. 

Each of these 4 Vs in isolation can pose a significant challenge for data scientists, together                
however, they are likely to present a difficult challenge for the vast majority of data scientists. 

In practice, no data in itself is of any use or importance unless it has been converted into                  
something valuable, like relevant information, business insights, data-driven decision         
making, data product or more generally any business value. Data scientists want their most              
popular analytics tools, like Python or R available within Jupyter Lab / Notebook             
environment, to be closely integrated with the systems that make data available in the form               
either ready for most analyses or convenient for further processing by data science tools.              
This can be viewed as yet another challenge, relevant to both data scientists and data               
engineers. 

Data engineers are the most in-demand people who leverage big data and associated             
infrastructure, often in the cloud. In bigger companies and more established start-ups, there             
are dedicated teams of data engineers whose work is focused on developing, optimising,             
testing and maintaining big data pipelines and architectures that data scientists and other             
analytics professionals use for their analyses. This is often not the case for early start-ups,               
which often can't afford dedicated resources to sufficiently cover data engineering duties. 
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Fortunately, big data pipelines can be automated and the required cloud infrastructure can             
be delivered as code to manage the full lifecycle -- create new resources, manage existing               
ones, and destroy those no longer needed. Given that cloud resources can scale massively,              
these cloud-native automated data pipelines and infrastructure may well be a preferred            
solution to leverage big data analytics at early-stage start-ups. Furthermore, this automated            
creation of data pipelines and scalable infrastructure can be done with widely available             
open-source tools, so no investment is required. 

To address the above problem, the CloudBench tool was designed to automate the             
repetitive processes of creating big data pipelines and workflows, with an aim of accelerating              
data discovery and analytics by data scientists. CloudBench brings together existing           
open-source big-data projects, such as Apache NiFi, Apache Parquet, and Kubernetes,           
automates their deployment and configuration with Terraform, and brings up analytics tools            
like JupyterLab. This helps data scientists focus on extracting value from data, big or small,               
of any nature, in any form, and of varying certainty, all brought together into a cloud-based                
workbench -- hence the name of CloudBench. 

 
 

2. Proposed solution 
 

Firemark Labs has developed a tool, called CloudBench, designed to automate the key             
activities of provisioning cloud infrastructure, ingesting data from endpoints, and deploying a            
secured JupyterLab environment via an intuitive interface. 

CloudBench is available as an on-premises solution, in which case organisations can retain             
full control and ownership of the infrastructure and portfolio of experiments & projects hosted              
on CloudBench. We have deliberately selected open-source components as part of the            
solution to ensure it is flexible for organisations to adapt CloudBench for their specific cloud               
provider. Initially, our beta version supports AWS since it is a widely used provider utilised by                
Firemark Labs and Lend East. 

For a data scientist, CloudBench can serve as a companion at the start of an experiment /                 
project and also at key points of the experiment when amendment to the infrastructure or               
data sources is needed. Specifically, CloudBench has the following operational capabilities:  

● point-and-click selection and provision of secured AWS cloud infrastructure for 
hosting Jyputer environment, data store along with memory, CPU and storage; 

● flexible data ingestion capability, simply copy and paste endpoint URL and nominate 
frequency for CloudBench to pull data into S3 storage; 

● automated creation of Jyputer environment along with kernel libraries curated by 
Firemark Labs, or option of download to provision later; 

● intuitive dashboard of the entire portfolio of provisioned projects and ability to amend 
data source ingestion and download logs. 

The potential of this solution is enabling smaller nimble organisations with data scientists to              
effectively perform rapid prototyping and test & learn. Through our solution they can quickly              
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perform machine learning experiments with their internal data alongside publicly available           
data. In addition they can be cloud natives along with the associated benefits from day one.  

For the Singapore government it means a new and easy distribution channel to startups for               
the valuable public data they have published on data.gov.sg and singstat. 

The beta release of CloudBench has initial native support for Amazon Web Services (AWS)              
cloud provider, with terraform download that can be applied to other cloud providers (such as               
Google Cloud Platform (GCP), Microsoft Azure, and OpenStack). 

In post-beta releases, we will aim at releasing CloudBench as an open-source project and              
collaborate with a community of like-minded data people and developers. 

 
 

3. Scope of POC 
 

3.1 Proof of concept objectives 

We propose a beta release of CloudBench used by Firemark Labs and Lend East for their                
data science teams, which includes requirements, product design, development, testing and           
providing a releasable package for Lend East. 

 
A separate CloudBench environment hosted by Firemark Labs will be demonstrable to any             
organisation that is interested in CloudBench upon request. 

The overall CloudBench objectives can be summarised below: 

● conduct user interviews, create product roadmap and user journey & experiences; 

● design and development for at least two working versions of CloudBench;  

● testing of CloudBench including functional and non-functional and data ingestion 
from public data sources such as data.gov.sg and singstat; 

● deployment of CloudBench for Lend East; 

● fully functional use of CloudBench followed by assessment of benefits by data 
scientists. 

 

3.2 CloudBench product roadmap  

The CloudBench product roadmap is presented below. 
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3.3 CloudBench design and features 

The design elements and features of CloudBench are listed below, where applicable, with             
screenshots: 

● an intuitive UI to create and specify CloudBench infrastructure details (such as 
project owner, name, specifications on computational resources etc); 
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● within the GUI, the ability to nominate url and frequency of data ingestion from any 
public data sources including those in Singapore*; 

 

● a dashboard display all projects provision to date with ability to amend data sources 
and download logs; 

 

● Terraform config files, both static and templates that get generated/modified by the 
GUI; 

● deployment of JupyterLab complete with preloaded python libraries; 
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● pre-programmed JupyterLab features such as S3 browser, ability to upload data, 
pandas profiling, PivotJS. 

 

*There is a wealth of datasets that various branches of the Singapore government have              
published such as those from Singapore Department of Statistics (DOS) (i.e.           
https://www.tablebuilder.singstat.gov.sg) and Singapore's open data portal (i.e.       
https://data.gov.sg). 

 
 

4. CloudBench architecture 
 

4.1 System design 

A typical sequence of events associated with CloudBench is schematically shown in Figure             
1, which highlights accelerated data discovery and analytics for data scientists as the main              
purpose of CloudBench. 

Figure 1: A high level schematic depiction of the sequence of events associated with the CloudBench POC. 
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To delve a little deeper into the technical specifications, CloudBench application uses 4             
major components: 

1. CloudBench User Interface (UI): front end of CloudBench application; 

2. CloudBench Backend: API server to which CloudBench UI communicates; 

3. Infrastructure Service: API server for provisioning the Cloud resources; 

4. Ingestion Service: API server for managing the ingestion of public APIs. 

A full architectural diagram showing the usage of these 4 components in CloudBench             
application and the flow by which a user creates new projects and accesses the provisioned               
JupyterLab is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Full CloudBench Architecture Diagram illustrating the flow by which a user creates new projects and 
accesses the provisioned JupyterLab. 

As Figure 2 shows, the user first enters the requirements via CloudBench UI, which in turn                
communicates with CloudBench Backend. CloudBench Backend is an abstraction API          
server, which cascades all other services. CloudBench Backend forwards the experiment           
creation request to infrastructure service. From here CloudBench starts the provisioning           
process in the following steps, which are denoted and numbered in Figure 2 accordingly: 

1. Infrastructure Service received experiment creation requests; 
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2. Infrastructure Service adds worker node to Kubernetes Cluster as per requirement 
and generates Terraform files for managing the Experiment Plane; 

3. Once the worker node is added to Kubernetes Cluster, using Terraform and Helm, 
JupyterLab is deployed onto the Experiment Plane; 

4. Infrastructure Service sends ingestion request to the Ingestion Service which handles 
the ingestion of public API; 

5. Ingestion Service starts the ingestion via Apache NiFi service running on Common 
Plane; 

6. Apache NiFi service ingests the data from a public API;Once the ingestion is 
completed, Apache NiFi service uploads the ingested data to the DataStore (in this 
case, an AWS S3 bucket). 

Once the above process is completed, CloudBench UI shows the JupyterLab URL, from             
which users can access the JupyterLab. 

As illustrated in Figure 2, it should be noted that there are two distinctly different Kubernetes                
Planes, namely Kubernetes Common Plane and Kubernetes Experiment Plane operating          
cohesively in the CloudBench application. Under the hood, CloudBench uses an existing            
Kubernetes Cluster to provision JupyterLab on the fly, based on experiment requirements.            
The existing Kubernetes Cluster, which is referred to as Kubernetes Common Plane in             
CloudBench, consists of the specifications shown in Figure 3 and listed below: 

● 1 Controller Node; 

● 1 Worker Node; 

● 1 Pod running Apache NiFi on the Worker Node. 

Figure 3: Kubernetes Common Plane in CloudBench which consists of Controller and Worker Nodes together 
with Apache Nifi Pod running on the Worker Node. 

Based on the experiment requirement entered by the User via CloudBench UI, new             
resources are added to Kubernetes Cluster which are grouped together as Kubernetes            
Experiment Plane in CloudBench. This implies that different SME organisations can uniquely            
define their own cloud infrastructure configuration and resource usage requirements via the            
CloudBench UI, and CloudBench application will subsequently spin up a new Kubernetes            
Experiment Plane with dedicated resources to cater for their unique configuration           
requirements. 
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The Kubernetes Experiment Plane consists of the following components, as shown in Figure             
4 and listed below: 

● 1 Worker Node; 

● 1 Pod running JupyterLab on the Worker Node; 

● Datastore (AWS S3 bucket for current CloudBench POC). 

Figure 4: Kubernetes Experiment Plane in CloudBench which consists of a JupyterLab Pod running on the 
Worker Node and a linkage to AWS S3 data storage. 

 

4.2 Key open-source tools  

CloudBench aims to provide a standardised, versatile, big-data pipeline to enable Agile            
Discovery from large data sets, built from proven open-source tools. We place a strong              
emphasis on the concept of being cloud agnostic for CloudBench and therefore a careful              
selection of appropriate open-source tools was performed. This final set of open-source tools             
used in CloudBench is briefly summarised in what follows. 

 
Terraform + Configurator, AWS 

Terraform (https://www.terraform.io/) is an open-source infrastructure as code software tool          
created by HashiCorp. It enables users to define and provision a data centre infrastructure              
using a high-level configuration language known as Hashicorp Configuration Language          
(HCL). To some extent, Terraform is functionally similar to Ansible, Pulumi, Cloudify,            
Foreman, AWS CloudFormation, Starsheep and related tools. In CloudBench, we use           
Terraform configuration files generated by kops (Kubernetes Operation Tool) and then use            
those Terraform configuration files to manage the AWS infrastructure.  

 
Apache NiFi 

Apache NiFi (https://nifi.apache.org/) is a software project from the Apache Software           
Foundation designed to automate the flow of data between software systems. It is based on               
the "NiagaraFiles" software previously developed by the NSA, which is also the source of a               
part of its present name – NiFi. It was open-sourced as a part of NSA's technology transfer                 
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program in 2014. Among the more known alternatives to NiFi are Streamsets, Pipes.digital             
and Benthos. In CloudBench, Apache NiFi will initially be used to read data from an API                
endpoint and store it into a destination. Once data is read from an API endpoint, it will be                  
subsequently stored into AWS S3 bucket. Furthermore, there will also be a service that runs               
on top of Apache NiFi that helps interact with Apache NiFi for starting pipelines, stopping               
pipelines etc.  

 
Containerised with Kubernetes 

Kubernetes (https://kubernetes.io/), commonly stylised as k8s, is an open-source         
container-orchestration system for automating application deployment, scaling, and        
management. It was originally designed by Google and is now maintained by the Cloud              
Native Computing Foundation. It works with a range of container tools, including Docker.             
Many cloud services offer a Kubernetes-based platform or infrastructure as a service (PaaS             
or IaaS), on which Kubernetes can be deployed as a platform-providing service. Many             
vendors provide their own branded Kubernetes distributions. Among the tools in many            
aspects similar to Kubernetes are Apache Mesos, Docker Swarm, Nomad and OpenShift. In             
CloudBench, Terraform can be used to create new Kubernetes Cluster or to add nodes to               
the existing Kubernetes Cluster, as well as to perform installation of Helm charts to              
Kubernetes Cluster.  

 

4.3 Preferred data format 

In terms of the data format structure that CloudBench POC will be supporting, we have               
decided to select Apache Parquet as the chosen open-source data storage format to be              
used for data storage in AWS S3. 

Apache Parquet (https://parquet.apache.org/) is a free and open-source column-oriented         
data storage format of the Apache Hadoop ecosystem. It is similar to other columnar-storage              
file formats available in Hadoop namely RCFile and Optimised Row Columnar (ORC). It             
provides efficient data compression and encoding schemes with enhanced performance to           
handle complex data in bulk. 

CloudBench relies heavily on Parquet, which makes sense given that we deal with             
immutable data and analytics queries, for which columnar storage is optimal.  

 

4.4 ETL data processing 

This section aims to provide more details on AWS Glue, a fully managed extract, transform,               
and load (ETL) service to prepare and load data for analytics that can be easily integrated                
with CloudBench provisioned AWS infrastructure. AWS Glue has the capability to discover            
data stored on AWS (e.g. AWS S3) and store the associated metadata (e.g. table definition               
and schema) in the AWS Glue Data Catalog. Once data is catalogued, it is immediately               
searchable, queryable, and available for ETL. The overall CloudBench architecture diagram           
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incorporating the required AWS Glue services (i.e. AWS Glue Crawler, AWS Glue Data             
Catalog and AWS Glue ETL) for efficient scheduling of ETL jobs is illustrated in Figure 5. 

Figure 5: CloudBench architecture diagram incorporating the usage of AWS Glue services (i.e. AWS Glue 
Crawler, AWS Glue Data Catalog and AWS Glue ETL) for efficient scheduling of ETL jobs on top of ingested 
data. 

As illustrated in Figure 5, CloudBench POC first ingests data from the API endpoint into Data                
Storage (e.g. AWS S3). Once data is stored in the intended target data storage, interactive               
analysis can be done using Jupyter Lab /Notebook. However, there will be times when there               
are requirements to run scheduled ETL jobs on top of the ingested data.  

In the case of AWS, AWS Glue services can then be leveraged to develop and run an ETL                  
job on top of the ingested data. Listed below are the three high-level steps to set up the ETL                   
process using AWS Glue Services: 

1. set up AWS Glue Crawler to detect the schema of data and create the necessary 
tables in the AWS Glue Data Catalog; 

2. the desired tables will be created in the AWS Glue Data Catalog; 

3. set up jobs in AWS Glue ETL, that run periodically/once and generate the necessary 
output. 

The functionalities associated with the three main AWS Glue Services required, namely            
AWS Glue Crawler, AWS Glue Data Catalog and AWS Glue ETL, are discussed in more               
detail below.  

AWS Glue Crawler - AWS Glue crawler connects to your source or target data store,               
progresses through a prioritised list of classifiers to determine the schema for your data, and               
then creates metadata in your AWS Glue Data Catalog. The metadata is stored in tables in                
your data catalog and used in the authoring process of your ETL jobs. Crawler can run on a                  
schedule, on-demand, or be triggered by an event to ensure that your metadata is              
up-to-date. 

AWS Glue Data Catalog - AWS Glue Data Catalog is a metadata store for data assets,                
regardless of where they are located. The Data Catalog contains table definitions, job             
definitions, and other control information to help users manage their AWS Glue environment.             
It also maintains a comprehensive schema version history, so one can readily understand             
how the data has changed over time. 
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AWS Glue ETL - AWS Glue ETL service is used to process the data (ETL operations) using                 
Apache Spark. AWS Glue jobs can be invoked on a schedule, on-demand, or based on an                
event. Multiple jobs can be started in parallel or specify dependencies across jobs to build               
complex ETL pipelines. All logs and notifications are pushed to Amazon CloudWatch so you              
can monitor and get alerts from a central service. 

 

4.5 Data ingestion scheduling 

For most data science projects, having data ingestions running regularly or at a specific time               
can be one of the primary requirements for data analysis. If a data science project has a                 
specific data ingestion requirement that needs to run at some point in time, then it can be                 
readily scheduled via CloudBench’s front end GUI. This scheduling service for data ingestion             
with its front-end GUI is one of the essential features of our CloudBench POC. 

The current version of CloudBench supports Quartz-based scheduling since Apache NiFi           
supports Quartz 6 . Quartz is a richly featured, open-source job scheduling library. When the              1

Quartz data ingestion job’s triggered , the ingestion service will start to run by fetching data               2

from the API endpoint. In CloudBench POC, these triggers can be created as a combination               
of time units, some of which are listed below: 

● certain time of the day; 

● certain day(s) of the week; 

● certain day(s) of the month; 

● certain day(s) of the year; 

● repeated at specific instances of time. 

It should be noted, however, that the minimum allowable job schedule time is 5 minutes, and                
more frequently repeated schedules will not be allowed in CloudBench. Some examples of             
the exact schedule expressions that can be used in CloudBench are shown in Table 1 of                
Appendix 1. Moreover, the list of data API endpoints that were tested during CloudBench              
POC development to validate the efficacy of CloudBench data ingestion scheduling service            
is shown in Table 2 of Appendix 1. 

 
 

5. Expected benefits 
 

5.1 General benefits 

This section details the expected benefits of the CloudBench platform to various            
stakeholders, such as Fintech players (Lend East) and Enterprises (IAG).  

1 https://www.quartz-scheduler.org/documentation/ 
2 https://www.quartz-scheduler.org/documentation/quartz-2.2.2/tutorials/tutorial-lesson-06.html 
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A quick summary of the benefits is shown in the table below, as a comparison vis-a-vis other                 
market players. Comparison data was gathered from a combination of primary research            
(testing on the platforms using a trial account) and secondary research (product            
documentation).  

While CloudBench does not aim to directly compete with these other providers, a             
comparison with these other market players may serve to bring the benefits of the              
CloudBench platform into sharper relief. 

 

Add 
custom 
datasets 

Add data 
from API 
link 

Import libraries 
from 
GitHub / pip / 
conda 

Support for 
deep learning 
toolkits (8) 

Dashboard 
and central 
management 

Infrastructure 
customisation 

Export setup 
scripts for 
cross-cloud 
compatibility 

CloudBench Yes Yes Yes Yes  3 Yes  4 Yes Yes 
Kaggle Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No   5 Yes  6

Amazon 
SageMaker Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
Google 
CoLaboratory Yes No Yes  7 Yes No Yes  8 No 
Microsoft 
Azure 
Notebooks Yes No No  9 Yes Yes Yes No 

 

It can be seen that two features in CloudBench stand out in sharp relief as benefits: 

1. CloudBench can be used to source data from any public API into a data lake, which 
is in contrast to the other market players; 

2. CloudBench can export setup and infrastructure scripts to be set up on different 
cloud platforms, which is enabled by the decision to use an open-source Kubernetes 
cluster as its base. 

 

5.1.1 Benefits for data scientists 

Among the more important benefits for a data scientist are the following: 

● ease of setup: setting up a Jupyter Lab notebook and environment is achieved with 
a few point-and-clicks; 

3 CloudBench has support for Tensorflow 2.0 
4 CloudBench has an organisational level dashboard  
5 Only hardware customisation i.e availability of GPU / TPU. CPU and RAM are not customisable in the default  
  offering 
6 It is possible to use and setup the Kaggle docker image using your own Kubernetes cluster on different cloud  
  providers. However this is a feature not directly offered by Kaggle 
7 No conda pre-installed, need explicit conda install to use packages (in contrast to CloudBench) 
8 This is achieved indirectly, ie you can set up your own hardware and environment and point a colab notebook to  
   it. This requires significant technical expertise and effort, which CloudBench abstracts away from 
9 Permissions issue with installs, suggests non-customisability 
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● ease of data sourcing: data can be sourced from any public API with just a few 
point-and-clicks; 

● ease of recurrent data sourcing: data can be sourced recurrently from any public 
API with just a few point-and-clicks, which is most useful for sourcing time-series 
data; 

● variety of data sources: data can be sourced from a variety of API sources into a 
single repository, such as an organisation’s data lake; 

● enabling combination of diverse data sources: the standardised format adopted 
for data sourcing enables data scientists to easily combine diverse datasets using 
standard parsing toolkits; 

● standardised data science environment: the base data science environment is 
standardised for all data scientists in the organisation, which leads to easier sharing 
of code and notebooks; 

● standardised Infrastructure resources: cloud resource templates can be exported 
as Terraform files, and these templates can ensure standardisation and sharing of 
infrastructure resources; 

● ease of sharing experiments: data scientists can use the Terraform files and 
standardised data science environment offered by CloudBench to quickly set up and 
replicate experiments from other data scientists; 

● customisable environment for advanced analysis: the data scientist is able to 
customise the base environment offered by CloudBench, for advanced analysis e.g 
deep learning based analysis;  

● customisable development environment for data science analyses: the Jupyter 
Lab environment is customisable with add-ons available to assist data scientists in 
their work, including: 

○ S3 object storage browser: 

■ this add-on enables the data scientist to browse through the data 
available in the organisation’s S3 bucket; 

■ this add-on facilitates easy discovery of datasets sourced by the 
CloudBench platform and stored on the data lake by any data scientist 
in the organisation; 

○ GitHub browser: 

■ this add-on enables the data scientist to browse through public GitHub 
repositories through the JupyterLab; 

■ if the repository contains a Jupyter Notebook, the data scientist will be 
able to load the notebook into the CloudBench environment directly 
just by double clicking the notebook file; 
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○ Kaggle datasets plugin: 

■ this plugin allows data scientists to download datasets from the 
Kaggle platform (Kaggle is a popular online community for data 
scientists) to CloudBench, and these external datasets are often used 
to supplement data science analyses; 

● ease of data exploration: 

○ exploratory data analysis, or the analysis of the dataset and its features, 
makes up an important aspect of the data scientist’s work; 

○ CloudBench offers an open-source toolkit that quickly produces an analysis of 
the data and its features, offering productivity gains as it automates an 
important part of the data science process; 

● ease of data visualisation: 

○ data visualisation is part of exploratory data analysis, and is also an important 
aspect of the data scientist’s work; 

○ CloudBench offers an open-source toolkit based in JavaScript that enables 
quick data visualisation of any dataset using a drag and drop mechanism.  

 

5.1.2 Benefits for the organisation 

● Controlling the costs of cloud resources: Offering standard infrastructure 
templates for the creation of JupyterLab environments allows for better control of 
costs (as opposed to the creation of ad-hoc resources) 

● Better management of cloud resources: A centralised dashboard to view an 
organisation’s data science environments resulting from data science activities and 
resources leads to better management of these environments 

● Cloud-agnostic possibilities: The provision of Terraform scripts for Infrastructure 
setup, as well as the reliance on an open-source cloud-agnostic Kubernetes (‘kops’) 
platform, together allow for the possibility to setup CloudBench on diverse cloud 
platforms including AWS (Amazon Web Services) and GCP (Google Cloud) among 
other providers. 

 

5.2 Benefits for LendEast Pte Ltd 

LendEast Pte Ltd, an ‘alternative lending platform focused on emerging Asia’ , works with             10

partners in the region to ‘revolutionise the way consumers and businesses avail credit’10. As              
an alternative lending company, the following are important objectives for a technical            
platform supporting the company’s operations: 

10 Taken From the company website: https://lendeast.com/ 
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● monitor the performance of LendEast’s investments in partner companies in the 
region through a centralised dashboard; 

● apply analytics and data science to better understand the partner companies’ 
customers and portfolios with the aim to improve LendEast’s return on investment. 

The CloudBench setup can be seen to directly facilitate data science and analytics for              
LendEast on the loan portfolio data and other external data sources, which are ingested into               
the organisation’s data lake. 

Solutions for the automated data sourcing and ETL of loan portfolio data from LendEast’s              
partners as well as for the setup of CloudBench on LendEast’s AWS account together meet               
the objectives of providing a technical platform to support the company’s mandate and             
operations. 

CloudBench can be integrated with bespoke services and systems on LendEast’s AWS            
Cloud, such as the bespoke dashboard created for the monitoring of metrics on its partner’s               
loan portfolio accounts. 

 

5.2.1 Automated sourcing of partner companies’ data into the data lake 

To monitor the performance of LendEast’s investments in partner companies, data on the             
partner companies’ loan portfolio is needed. CloudBench automates the sourcing of these            
loan portfolios into LendEast’s data lake on the cloud. 

A solution of the automated sourcing was built to source the data from LendEast’s first               
partner. The solution consists of the following processes: 

● monthly sourcing of the partner’s loan portfolio data, through REST APIs built by 
the partner, into the data lake in Parquet format; 

● transformation of the raw sourcing data through the ETL processing enabled by 
the AWS Glue Services in CloudBench as described in Section 4.4, including the 
updating of the partner’s loan portfolio in the data lake, with new loans and 
payments data for the month. 

 

5.2.2 Centralised dashboard integrated with the CloudBench platform 

A bespoke, centralised dashboard was created for LendEast to have a single view of the               
performance of its investments in its partners. The dashboard highlights certain metrics of             
the partner’s portfolio based on the age of the loans in the portfolio and the portfolio’s size                 
relative to LendEast’s investment amounts. 

The bespoke dashboard was created using AWS Quicksight, a fully managed, fast,            
cloud-powered business intelligence service that makes it easy to deliver insights to the             
organisation . 

11

11 Description of AWS Quicksight taken from : https://aws.amazon.com/quicksight/ 
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While not part of the CloudBench platform, the bespoke dashboard is integrated with the              
CloudBench platform to source the loan portfolio data from the data lake into the dashboard.               
This integration highlights another useful benefit of the CloudBench platform in that it is              
capable of supporting other platforms and services that belong to the organisation, while             
providing data science enablement in its own right. 

 

5.2.3 Setting up analytics and data science for LendEast  

To gain deep insight into its partner’s portfolios, the application of analytics and data science               
on these portfolios is useful. CloudBench directly enables data science capabilities for an             
organisation, as described in Section 5.1.  

CloudBench has been installed on LendEast’s AWS account and interfaces with LendEast’s            
data lake which uses AWS S3 technology. Therefore, 

● all data, including the partners’ loan portfolio data, is sourced from REST API 
sources directly into the data lake and is accessible from JupyterLab through the S3 
object browser plugin;  

● the data is available in standardised (Parquet) as well as bespoke formats (JSON), 
and is available to all data scientists within the organisation; 

● the base data science environments can be customised to install any toolkits that 
allow easy parsing of the Parquet and JSON data as well as transformation of the 
data for analysis, feature engineering, exploratory data analysis and model 
development; 

● multiple analyses on the data in LendEast’s data lake are possible through the 
creation of multiple notebooks to test different hypotheses by different data scientists 
simultaneously. 

 

5.3 Potential benefits for a large enterprise-level organisation 

The potential benefits to a large enterprise-level organisation (such as IAG) are listed below: 

● enabling tactical data science while considering strategic investment: 

○ CloudBench can enable a speedy setup for smaller data science units within 
an organisation as quickly as it can for start-ups and SMEs; 

○ this tactic may be useful for enterprises in their early stages of data science 
investment, as they can use CloudBench to setup and teardown as needed 
data science capabilities on the fly without losing time in considering more 
strategic investments in data science resources; 

● ease of integration with existing enterprise data sources: 

○ CloudBench can be integrated with existing enterprise services, for example 
existing REST API data sources or cloud-based data lakes, to provide a 
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single point of access for data scientists to multiple data sources in an 
organisation; 

● standardisation of data science environments across multiple business units: 

○ the standardisation of systems, technologies, and licenses across different 
units in an enterprise is a common problem that organisations face; 

○ as CloudBench standardised both the cloud infrastructure hosting data 
science environments, as well as the environment itself, it is easy to share the 
setup for multiple hypotheses and experiments across different business units 
in an organisation; 

○ upgrades to the data science environment via patches made to the underlying 
Docker image can be done in a centralised build server, with the new 
environment propagated to the different units, thereby demonstrating the 
ease of standardising the data science environment across multiple business 
units; 

● letting organisations focus on their core competencies: 

○ CloudBench as a data science platform that is quick to set up and easy to use 
allows the organisation to focus on its core competencies instead of spending 
effort and investment in non-core competencies and skill sets. 

 
 

6. Lessons learnt 
 

CloudBench was demonstrated to Insurance Australia Group, Lend East, grant panelists and            
partners of Firemark, with the objective of obtaining constructive feedback that could direct             
our product development during and post the completion of the proof of concept project.              
Here is a summary of the lessons learnt from both the project team and stakeholders we                
demonstrated to: 

● a key feedback early was companies need to assured their proprietary information 
that their data scientists work on should be hosted on-premises and not as a service 
held by a third party; 

● a defined curated list of APIs and datasets organised by business domain by 
Firemark Lab with a searchable intuitive layer would facilitate better experience for 
the data science community using CloudBench and build engagement 

● integration with OpenStack would enable CloudBench to be utilised in an enterprise 
managed setting and be cloud agnostic; 

● direct integration with Github code repository would enable projects created in 
CloudBench to be easily shared and maintained by a team, this was one challenge 
highlighted by enterprises; 
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● an area to further explore is providing a suite of pre-built scripts to be run in 
JupyterLab environment for specific domain areas; 

● offer pre-built templates, scripts or code snippets in JupyterLab for tasks that are 
frequently carried out by Data Science teams (such as creating data pipeline or 
deploying a model) these could be in the form of a tutorial or as one-click operation; 

● there is limited scope for CloudBench to be built out as a commercial product: in our 
market research we found all the tech giants have similar productivity products aimed 
towards the data science community, albeit without the direct API data ingestion, and 
we can expect much faster pace and breadth of development from the giants through 
acquisition such as Google acquiring Kaggle and this type of tool aimed at AI 
practitioners to be part of their Cloud services; 

● CloudBench could look at grants offered by tech giants or other organisations in 
further developing this area or by investigating common problems voiced out by the 
data science community at Kaggle. 

 
 

7. Summary 
 

The CloudBench proof of concept project has defined the challenges faced by data             
engineers and data scientists in small firms, explained the scope of the project and the tools                
used to build the solution. The solution was built iteratively in sprints, tested and validated by                
data scientists within Firemark Labs, with both quantitative and qualitative benefits           
articulated. The solution was then deployed and tested with Lend East, demonstrating the             
working proof of concept can successfully scale into start-up companies. 

CloudBench was aimed at being a vendor-independent example of how fintech start-ups can             
be both cloud-native and efficient in sourcing public data from the very beginning.             
CloudBench remains an open solution where interested parties can reach out to Firemark             
Singapore. 
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Appendix 1 
 

Schedule expression Comments 
0 0 14 * * ? Run the ingestion 02:00 PM every day 
0 30 15 ? * MON,WED,FRI Run the ingestion 03:30 PM every Monday, Wednesday, Friday 

0 0/5 16 * * ? Run ingestion every 5 minutes starting at 04:00 PM and ending at 04:55 
PM every day 

0 11 11 11 11 ? Run ingestion every November 11th at 11:11 AM 
Table 1: Examples of data ingestion scheduling expressions that can be used in CloudBench applications. 

 

List of APIs tested with CloudBench data ingestion service 
Input Data.Gov API 
end points 

https://data.gov.sg/api/action/datastore_search?resource_id=98856a60-33cd-482a-9d
c4-1ed52e562d5d&limit=100 
https://data.gov.sg/api/action/datastore_search?resource_id=f927c39b-3b44-492e-8b
54-174e775e0d98&limit=100 
https://data.gov.sg/api/action/datastore_search?resource_id=42ff9cfe-abe5-4b54-bed
a-c88f9bb438ee&limit=1000 

Input Sing Stat API 
end points 

https://www.tablebuilder.singstat.gov.sg/publicfacing/searchApiList.action 
https://www.tablebuilder.singstat.gov.sg/publicfacing/api/json/title/16028.json 
https://www.tablebuilder.singstat.gov.sg/publicfacing/api/csv/title/14912.csv 
https://www.tablebuilder.singstat.gov.sg/publicfacing/api/json/title/12007.json 

Input - Stock prices https://financialmodelingprep.com/api/v3/stock/real-time-price 
Input - Daily Forex https://financialmodelingprep.com/api/v3/symbol/available-forex-currency-pairs 
Input - Text News https://api.nytimes.com/svc/topstories/v2/home.json?api-key=z8eW4ZmD4q0jb2fA7yu

opPDgJ3HHvMFc 
Input - ABS APIs http://stat.data.abs.gov.au/sdmx-json/data/QBIS/50+70.B+C+D+F+G+H+TOTAL.0.99.

10+20+30.Q/all?startTime=2017-Q1&endTime=2019-Q4 
Input - ABS APIs http://stat.data.abs.gov.au/restsdmx/sdmx.ashx/GetData/QBIS/50+70.B+C+D+F+G+H

+TOTAL.0.99.10+20+30.Q/all?startTime=2017-Q1&endTime=2019-Q4 
Input - ABS 
petroleum (JSON) 

http://stat.data.abs.gov.au/sdmx-json/data/PETROLEUM_EXPLORATION/1.3.03+01+
02.01+02.0.10+20+30.Q/all?startTime=2018-Q3&endTime=2019-Q4 

Input - ABS 
petroleum (SDMX) 

http://stat.data.abs.gov.au/restsdmx/sdmx.ashx/GetData/PETROLEUM_EXPLORATI
ON/1.3.03+01+02.01+02.0.10+20+30.Q/all?startTime=2018-Q3&endTime=2019-Q4 

 
Table 2: List of APIs that were tested with CloudBench Data Ingestion Service during POC development. 
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